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Abstract 
 

This paper studies robust network recovery method using logical ring architecture 

embedded in network topology. We present topology information based capacity 

provisioning methods for WDM optical networks which are widly used as a backbone 

architecture of current Internet. The efficiency of spare capacity provisioning is a key 

issue in survivable network design. In the methods, the spare wavelengths are reserved to 

perform optical link protection using only topology information of a network without need 

to calculate the amount of on-going traffic of the network, thus provide simple and 

efficient spapre capacity planning. The basic idea of the topology information based 

methods is embedding virtual cycles to perform recovery on the network topology graphs. 

We compare the proposed scheme with other topology information based schemes. We 

provide performance analysis of the topology information based schemes by the 

numerical calculation using cut-sets of the topology graphs, and compare it with 

computer simulation results. 
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1. Introduction 

The requirements for network recovery methods include speed of recovery, 

efficiency in resource utilization, robustness against multiple failures, and etc. The 

resource efficiency can be obtained by sharing spare resources needed for  network 

recovery. To improve the sharing of spare resources in WDM networks, methods to 

share backup paths as well as spare capacity together should be studied since the 

routing and the capacity assignment are tightly coupled in WDM networks via 

wavelength channels. 

In this paper, we studied simple and fast network recovery methods using only 

the topology information of networks. We proposed a cycle-based recovery method 

for WDM optical mesh networks. The proposed method centers around multiple 

ring-cover where each network link is included in number of m backup cycles and 

each cycle protects 1/m of the link capacity. Distributed link restoration is 

performed using preplanned cycles, and both the backup paths and the spare 

capacity can be shared. The pre-configuration of the cycles and the spare capacity 

placement are derived directly from the network topology in off-line, which is 

independent of the working traffic status or its dynamic changes over time. The 

proposed method provides efficiency and simplicity to survivable network design 

and management. 

We first examine several topology information based network recovery methods. 

Then we present the provisioning of backup paths and the recovery procedure for 

the proposed method. The performance of the proposed method is presented by 

computer simulations and also by calculation using the concept of cut-set. The 
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performance results show that the proposed topology information based method 

provides improved resource efficiency and robustness. 

 

2. Topology Information based Recovery Methods 

The basic idea of the topology information based methods is embedding virtual 

cycles to perform recovery on the network topology graphs. The motivation behind 

a cycle-based backup configuration in mesh networks is that only cycles that include 

the primary path can contribute to find alternative paths in a graph that represents a 

network topology. Cycles can provide backup paths that are independent of the 

routing of primary connections, and show simple and fast recovery operation. In 

addition, carefully designed cycles can provide backup paths sharing and spare 

capacity sharing together to the links included in the cycle. One of the important 

features of WDM networks is the tightly-coupled route and capacity relationship 

based on wavelength channels, in contrast to packet based networks such as IP or 

ATM networks where the routing function and the capacity allocation function are 

separated. Therefore, sharing of backup paths as well as sharing of spare capacity is 

an important requirement for an efficient recovery method in WDM networks.  

Cycle-based backup configuration is a promising approach to meet the requirement 

of resource sharing for WDM networks. 

 

 

Figure 1. Topology Information Embedded Cycles: Generalized Loopback 
(left) and p-cycle (right) 

Configuration of rings such that each link is included in at least one ring is called 

ring-cover or single ring-cover, and several approaches to use a ring-cover as a 

backup path configuration method were studied[1, 2]. The drawback of single ring-

cover is the high spare capacity redundancy which is more than 100% in protection 

techniques and also very high in shared restoration techniques as will be presented 

in this paper. 

An alternative method is that using cyclic-double-cover (CDC) conjecture. The 

CDC is a well-known conjecture in graph theory: a set of cycles exists in a two-

connected graph G that each edge of G is included exactly two of the cycles. A 

protection technique using CDC conjecture has been proposed which performs fiber 

protection with 100% of spare capacity redundancy[3]. A problem on the CDC 

configuration is that some cycles may be too long in a large network. A long backup 

cycle needs more spare capacity and time to complete restoration than shorter one,  

thus decreases the QoS of restored connections and also the robustness in the event 

of multiple failures. 

A protection cycle configuration method using generalized loopback is 

studied[4], and the tradeoff between spare capacity and robustness has been 

observed. This method requires less than 100% of spare capacity redundancy for 

single link failure, since it is possible that not all the links are included in the 

protection cycles, however, which results in decreased robustness against multiple 

failures. A strong point of this configuration method is that it does not need to be 

globally reconfigured for a small change of a network topology. 
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As another alternative to ring covers, p-cycle configuration has been proposed[5]. 

This method can provide efficient spare capacity redundancy which is very close to 

optimal spare capacity placement for local link restoration. However, this method 

may also suffer from long protection cycles. 

In this paper, we present another cycle-based recovery method using only 

topology information. Objectives of the proposed method include simple design and 

management of robust network, as well as efficient spare resource utilization. 

 

1 32

654

987

 

Figure 2. An Example of Virtual Backup Cycles (m=2) 

3. Multiple Ring Covers 

Figure 2 presents a configuration of multiple backup cycles. In this case, the 

number of backup cycles per link (m) is 2. In the figure, physical links are shown as 

solid lines and five shared backup cycles have been found shown as dashed lines. 

Each network link is assigned two backup cycles, and each cycle is responsible for 

restoration of half (1/2) of the link capacity. Primary capacity of a link, i.e., the 

available wavelengths of a link are partitioned into two even restoration units so that 

one restoration unit covers half of the link capacity.  Then, each unit can be restored 

by one backup cycle as preconfigured. For example, if link (2-5) failed, one 

restoration unit on link (2-5) can be restored using the backup path (2-1-4-5), and 

the other restoration unit can be restored using another backup path (2-3-6-5), as 

preconfigured by the backup cycles. It is obvious that this basic idea can be easily 

extended to other values of m, i.e., the number of backup cycles and the number of 

restoration units per link can be 1, 3, 4, or more. 

The pre-configuration of the backup paths and placement of spare capacity is 

performed at network design phase. The multiple backup cycles are found by 

searching k-shortest paths between the end nodes of a link with preference of 

disjoint shortest paths, and joining them with the target link. Backup cycles are 

determined only once for a given network topology G=(N, E),  where N is the set of 

nodes and E is the set of edges. Our first goal is to find a set of cycles that covers 

each link at least m times to configure m backup cycles per link. To perform 

efficient spare capacity planning, the backup cycles of a link should have the least 

number of shared links which would reduce the sharability of spare capacity. 

Therefore, the first goal should be updated to reflect this fact that each link should 

be included in m cycles that have the least number of shared links. If we consider 

the restoration speed and the QoS of restored connections, short backup cycles are 

preferred to long backup cycles. 

The proposed method has some potential advantages. First, it provides simple 

backup network design and management. A group of logical cycles embedded in the 

physical network topology perform restoration, and they can be preconfigured at 

network design phase without concerning the working traffic status changing over 

time. Moreover, the proposed mechanism performs link restoration that recovers the 

whole primary capacity of a failed link including currently unused wavelengths, not 

just the working wavelength channels which are passing through the failed link. 
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Therefore, the failed link can be assumed to be virtually exists even after failure as 

if no failure has happened, and additional optical channel setup requirements can be 

accepted on the restored virtual link without consideration of network topology 

update. 

Second, it provides simple and efficient spare capacity utilization since the 

restoration unit to be reserved on the backup paths is 1/m of a link capacity, not all 

the link capacity nor individual wavelength. This granularity of restoration unit can 

provide more efficient spare capacity sharing compared with the link-based 

restoration schemes where a restoration unit is a fiber, since the average amount of 

spare capacity required per link can be reduced. In addition, it can provide simpler 

backup management and operation compared with the wavelength-based restoration 

schemes where one backup path should be managed per individual wavelength 

channel. 

Third, the proposed method provides a different point of view on the robustness 

against multiple failures. In single ring-cover protection or restoration techniques, if 

two links included in a same cycle failed together, it may be impossible to recover 

any of the working capacity on the two links. With multiple ring-covers, on the 

other hand, there are still possibilities that part of the capacity on the failed links 

can be restored using other safe backup cycles, if the m backup cycles of a link are 

disjoint one another. This fact enables multi-level survivability services according 

to the priority of traffic. Therefore, the survivability of 'some' working traffic 

against double failures can be improved, which will have favorable effect on 

network services providing multiple reliability levels. 

 

4. Spare Capacity Provisioning Using Cut-set 

The set of links to be eliminated to make partition of a topology graph into two 

separated parts is called cut-set. A cut-set may have various numbers of links as 

shown in Figure 3. A cut-set with n links is denoted as CS(n). In multiple ring 

covers, the spare capacity needed to restore a communication link is distributed to m 

backup cycles. To have m disjoint backup routes, a link should be included in a cut-

set with more than m+1 links; CS(m+1). If one of the link in CS(m+1) has failed, 

then the capacity on the failed link can be restored using the other  m links included 

in m disjoint backup cycles, and each link restore 1/m of the required spare capacity. 

 

  

Figure 3. Cut-sets in a Network Topology 

For example, if a link in CS(4) has failed when the backup cycle multiplicity m=3, 

then the remaining three links can accommodate 1/3 of the failed capacity 

respectively. If a link in CS(3) has failed, however, one of the two remaining links 

should restore 2/3 of the failed capacity while the other remaining link restore 1/3 of 

the failed capacity. If a link in CS(2) has failed, then the only remaining link should 

restore all of the failed capacity. The failed capacity of a link in CS(1) cannot be 

restored. 
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Table 1. Spare Capacity Assignment for m and Cut-sets 

 

The spare capacity assignment for given number of m and the type of cut-set are 

presented in Table 1. This means that we can calculate the spare capacity 

requirement using only the topology information such as cut-sets. For example, in 

the topology graph G(100, 180) shown in Figure 4, there are 8 links included in 4 

CS(2) type cut-sets. Thus if m=2, the 8 links should accommodate 100% of link 

capacity while other 172 links accommodate 1/2 of the link capacity, assuming all 

the links have the same wavelength capacity. In the next section, we will compare 

the calculation results using cut-sets with the computer simulation results. 

 
CS(2) CS(3)

 

Figure 4. Cut-sets in a 10x10 Grid Network Topology 

5. Performance Analysis 

We performed simulations to estimate the performance of the proposed method 

with 10 example network topologies. We assumed that each fiber contains 60 

wavelengths and all the network links have the same number of fibers. Table 2 

presents the spare capacity overhead versus m. In this paper, the spare capacity 

overhead is defined as the ratio of the amount of required spare capacity to the 

amount of total primary capacity for 100% restoration of any single link failure. As 

we can see in each row, the spare capacity ratio can be substantially improved by 

using multiple backup cycles compared with that of the fiber or l ink-based single 

backup cycle (m=1). We can also realize that the spare capacity overheads of dense 

networks are better than that of sparse networks. 
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Table 2. Spare Capacity Overhaed of Multiple Ring-covers 

 

Table 3 shows the spare capacity calculation results for network 2 and network 10, 

when m=2, 3 respectively. The calculation results are the same as the simulation 

results shown in Table 2 for the same network topology and m. Therefore, we can 

see that the spare capacity ratio calculated using only topology information can be 

feasible and high accuracy. 

Table 3. Spare Capacity Calculation Using Cut-sets 

Network 

Topology 

Spare Capacity Calculation 

2-cycles (m=2) 3-cycles (m=3) 

Net. 2 

(11, 23) 

(1×6) + (1/2×17) 

= 14.5 (spare capacity) 

14.5/23 = 63.04% 

(1×6) + (2/3×3) + (1/3×14) 

= 12.66 (spare capacity) 

12.66/23 = 55.07% 

Net. 10 

(100, 180) 

(1×8) + (1/2×172) 

= 94 (spare capacity) 

94/180 = 52.22% 

(1×8) + (2/3×28) + (1/3×144) 

= 74.66 (spare capacity) 

74.66/180 = 41.48% 

 

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the spare capacity redundancy and the 

robustness against double link failure for network 2. This graph depicts that the 

robustness is normally decreased as m increases while the spare capacity efficiency 

is improved, due to the fact that the size of network region affected by double -link 

failure becomes larger as the number of backup cycles per link increases. Therefore, 

an appropriate value of m should be determined to reflect the preferable relationship 

between the spare capacity redundancy and the robustness of a target network.  
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Figure 5. Spare Capacity Redundancy Versus Robustness for Double 
Failure 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, a cycle-based backup path provisioning method is presented for 

WDM optical mesh networks. The proposed cycle configuration design can be 

derived directly from the network topology. We can calculate the spare capacity 

ratio of a network using only the topology information, and the results shows high 

accuracy and similarity compared with computer simulation results. 

The proposed cycle configuration is applicable to networks with arbitrary two-

connected topologies, and provides simple self-healing network design method. The 

spare capacity efficiency is improved by using multiple ring-covers by partitioning 

the working capacity of a link into several even restoration units, which is under 

60% of redundancy for guaranteed restoration for single link failure. Considering 

the trade-off between the capacity redundancy and the robustness, two or three 

backup cycles per link is appropriate for most practical mesh networks. In addition, 

multiple ring-covers can provide layered reliability based on priorities of traffic and 

can assure survivability of high-priority traffic in case of multiple-link failure, 

although the overall robustness against multiple failures may not be improved.  
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